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Of the ~200 recognised impact craters 
worldwide, very few are in the ocean

from Earth Impact Database, University of New Brunswick, Planetary and Space Science Centre
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Undersea craters are rare

The undersea craters we see today are all on the continental 
shelf: none are in deep water

Water is a very effective shock absorber

It takes a very big impact to make a crater under 5 km of water

Sediment transport following impact fills a crater rapidly

Seafloor subduction means we donʼt see any remains older 
than ~120 million years
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One is Mjølnir, in the Barents Sea, north of 
Norway

from Filipos Tsikalas, Faculty of Geosciences, University of Oslo
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One that was probably underwater is Gardnos…

Because this crater is so well 
exposed, it may help us 
understand the process of 
underwater cratering

 4

on weathered surfaces. In one outcrop crystallized melt forms the matrix for rock and 

mineral clasts, and the rock (exposed in a small area below mapping resolution) should be 

called a melt-matrix breccia and not a suevite breccia. Geochemical analyses of the suevite 

indicate a non-magmatic iron meteorite as the likely impactor (Goderis et al, in press). 

 The post-impact sediments (described by Kalleson et al., 2008) are exposed in the 

northern part of the structure, and comprise a wide range of siliciclastics; from breccias and 

coarse conglomerates, through conglomeratic sandstones to well-sorted sandstones, and in 

the stratigraphical uppermost part; interbedded fine sandstones, siltstones, and shales. The 

sedimentary succession reveals a shifting depositional environment. The post-impact 

breccias covering the crater floor were deposited by rock avalanches. Directly after impact, 

loose rock debris slid or tumbled down the crater wall and the central uplift, settling on top 

of the newly formed impactites. The overlying conglomeratic and sandy sequences show 

significant local thickness variations, consistent with coalescing fan-shaped deposits along 

the lower crater wall and on the crater floor. Sand-enriched density flows later dominated in 

the water-filled crater basin, returning impact-excavated material to the crater. Above fine-

grained sandstones, siltstones and shales were deposited, representing the re-establishment 

of quiet conditions, may be comparable to the pre-impact depositional conditions. The 

presence of carbon in the impactites, along with partly deformed clasts of sedimentary origin 

in the strata just above, suggest that the crystalline basement of the target area was covered 

by a thin layer of organic-rich sediments. This supports a possible scenario with shallow, 

stagnant water in the target area. 
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Figure 2: Geological map of the Gardnos impact structure.  Line from A to B shows the position 

of cross secton in later figures. 
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Tsunami deposits might be a sign of 
deep-water impacts

There are some candidates, but no definitive cases have 
yet been proven — other causes must be ruled out.

Yet deep-water impacts must have occurred, at least 3 
times as frequently as land impacts.

Do deep-water impacts in fact make tsunamis?
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Three-dimensional calculations of deep water impacts demonstrate 
that essential features are captured in just two dimensions
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Three-dimensional calculations of deep water impacts demonstrate 
that essential features are captured in just two dimensions
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An asteroid impact can make a very large splash, but is 
surprisingly ineffective at making a long-distance tsunami
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Impact-crater waves break in mid-ocean and lose 
energy before a long wave can be set up

Impact site of a 1 km solid iron projectile
into oceanic basalt crust

5 km deep ocean

1 km high breaking wave
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Near-field effects of asteroid impacts can be 
extremely severe

From a parameter study of 27 
impactors: 

     3 speeds: 10, 15, 20 km/s

     3 compositions: iron, stony, ice

     3 diameters: 250m, 500m, 1 km

Near-field splash heights reach 
thousands of metres for very 
energetic impacts!
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But distant effects are not catastrophic for 
asteroid diameters less than 1 km

iron,250m, 20km/s

stone, 500m, 15km/s

ice, 1000m, 15km/s
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Our newest simulations therefore study mostly 
near-field effects and sediment transport

First, a tiny bit about the code: 
      three slides about Sage, briefly

Then weʼll look at two impact simulation movies:
    1000 m diameter impact into 5 km ocean, 1 km sediment, and basalt
      400 m diameter impact into the same

      Stony asteroids, spherical, speed 20 km/s, vertical trajectory

Two parameter studies: 
      5 km deep water, vary projectile size
      200 m diameter projectile, vary water depth

Planetary defense implications?
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The simulations are done with Sage: 
an adaptive mesh multi-material code

Unstructured Eulerian finite-difference compressible fluid code

Godunov scheme, 2nd order except at shocks

Continuous adaptive mesh refinement with repartitioning

Developed by Mike Gittings at Science Applications International 

Thorough verification & validation regime 

Tabular equation of state for water from SAIC, other materials 
from Los Alamos Sesame library

Elastic-plastic strength model with tensile failure
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The adaptive mesh resolves interfaces 
and dynamics; there are no free surfaces

Material A

Material B

Local 
Thermodynamic 

Equilibrium

ρ1, ρ2, … 
ε1, ε2, …
σ1, σ2, …

u, T 
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Sage uses the detailed and accurate SAIC 
equation of state for water

Density Internal Energy

u(p,T)

ρ(p,T)
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Note slight dimpling of basalt crust, clearing of sediment from 
impact site and entrainment in jet; non-linear, turbulent wave

1000 m impact into 5 km water, 1 km sediment, 
basalt oceanic crust
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Note slight dimpling of basalt crust, clearing of sediment from 
impact site and entrainment in jet; non-linear, turbulent wave

1000 m impact into 5 km water, 1 km sediment, 
basalt oceanic crust
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  400 m impact into 5 km water, 1 km sediment, 
basalt oceanic crust

Note absence of crustal crater, sediment disturbance at impact 
site, relatively smooth train of intermediate-length waves
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  400 m impact into 5 km water, 1 km sediment, 
basalt oceanic crust

Note absence of crustal crater, sediment disturbance at impact 
site, relatively smooth train of intermediate-length waves
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We ran ten deep-water impact simulations, changing 
asteroid size to estimate wave and near-field effects

DwCe DwDe DwEe DwFe DwGe DwHe DwIe DwJe DwKe DwLe

asteroid diameter

kinetic energy

transient crater 
diameter

transient crater 
depth

wave amplitude at 
30 km

extrapolated wave 
at 2000 km

wavelength

wave speed

fallout zone radius

hurricane winds

air temp > 100 C

1000 m 900 m 800 m 700 m 600 m 500 m 400 m 300 m 200 m 100 m

65.8 GT 47.9 GT 33.7 GT 22.6 GT 14.2 GT 8.22 GT 4.21 GT 1.78 GT 526 MT 66 MT

17.5 km 15.8 km 13.3 km 12.2 km 10.6 km 9.0 km 7.2 km 5.5 km 4.1 km 2.2 km

6.2 km 5.9 km 5.8 km 5.4 km 4.9 km 4.4 km 3.7 km 3.0 km 2.2 km 1.2 km

477 m 404 m 386 m 285 m 257 m 231 m 179 m 133 m 56 m 37 m

17 m 14 m 13 m 10 m 9 m 8 m 6.2 m 4.6 m 1.9 m 1.3 m

28 km 24 km 22 km 21 km 19 km 18 km 16 km 14 km 10 km 5 km

166 m/s 165 m/s 164 m/s 160 m/s 148 m/s 149 m/s 143 m/s 138 m/s 114 m/s 86 m/s

67 km 61 km 59 km 55 km 45 km 47 km 36 km 20 km 17 km 7 km

95 km 88 km 79 km 81 km 82 km 75 km 57 km 49 km 36 km 22 km

66 km 58 km 47 km 38 km 35 km 28 km 15 km 7 km 6 km 5 km

Yellow: remnant seafloor crater
Cyan: dangerous far-field tsunami
Magenta: serious near-field effects

Ocean depth was 5 km, 
shallow-water speed 221 m/s
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And we are running nine small-asteroid impact 
simulations, varying water depth

SwKe SwKf SwKg SwKh SwKi SwKj SwKm SwKn SwKo

asteroid diameter
kinetic energy
water depth

transient crater 
diameter

transient crater 
depth

wave amplitude at 
30 km

extrapolated wave 
at 2000 km

wavelength

wave speed

fallout zone radius

hurricane winds

air temp > 100 C

200 m 200 m 200 m 200 m 200 m 200 m 200 m 200 m 200 m
526 MT 526 MT 526 MT 526 MT 526 MT 526 MT 526 MT 526 MT 526 MT
5.0 km 2.0 km 1.5 km 1.0 km 700 m 500 m 200 m 100 m 50 m

17.5 km 15.8 km 13.3 km 12.2 km 10.6 km 9.0 km 7.2 km 5.5 km 4.1 km

2.1 km 1.9 km 1.7 km 1.3 km 1.1 km 1.0 km 1.0 km 1.0 km 1.0 km

Yellow: remnant seafloor crater
Cyan: dangerous far-field tsunami
Magenta: serious near-field effects

simulations have not gone far 
enough to extract these data

Scaling: asteroid must have diameter > 0.15 * water depth 
to make a crater
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An asteroid has to be very big to make a crater 
on the seafloor

39.2 km

5 km diameter asteroid

18.6 km

2 km diameter asteroid

1 km diameter asteroid 500 m diameter asteroid 200 m diameter 
asteroid

5 km 
ocean

5 km 
ocean
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For a small asteroid to make a crater, the sea must 
be shallow

2000m 1500m 1000m 700m

500m 200m 100m 50m

Transient crater (at 10 seconds) for the impact of a  
200m asteroid into indicated water depths
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In shallow water, an asteroid cannot make a big wave

2000m 1500m 1000m 700m

500m 200m 100m 50m

Rebound 60 seconds after a 200m impact into indicated 
water depths
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The amount of water cover should also leave a 
geologic signature in an impact: Gardnos

To get the same final crater size under greater water depth, the 
projectile must be more energetic (larger diameter).
Consequently, the sustained overpressure is greater. 
This should leave a geologic signature.

no water
250m projectile

100m water
 250m projectile

300m water 
271m projectile

500m water 
320m projectile

1000m water 
420m projectile
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In shallow-water impacts, sediment transport can strongly 
modify the crater configuration: Mjølnir

Tracer particle trajectories, coloured by time, show 
displacements of several km, mostly inwards

Grey-scale background is density at 180 seconds

Initial 
sediment 
layer
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Wave characteristics and development are measured 
from tracer particles on the water surface 

DwCe: 1000 m asteroid

DwIe: 400 m asteroid
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Three tracers, offset vertically, are placed at each 
horizontal position for robustness
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From the tracer trajectories we compute the 
wave characteristics 
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In the far field, the waves produced by asteroids smaller 
than 500 m diameter are no worse than “ordinary” 
tsunamis, and are in fact less than severe storm surges
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      0 sec

  100 sec

  200 sec

  300 sec

We have used the same code to calculate tsunamis 
produced by underwater landslides

Slide material
Water

Air

Unmoving basement
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Asteroid impact tsunamis do not resemble classical tsunamis

Tracer particle trajectories in a landslide-induced tsunami: run EGrYa, prehistoric El Golfo 
landslide from El Hierro Island, Canaries, free energy ~7.9 GT, run to 800 seconds after 
slide initiation

Tracer particle trajectories in a comparable asteroid impact-induced tsunami: run DwHe, 500 m 
diameter vertical impact, free energy ~8.2 GT, run to 600 seconds after asteroid drop
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Much more of the asteroid’s kinetic energy goes 
into vaporising water than into moving water

47%

10%

0.5%

fraction of initial asteroid 
kinetic energy, 40 seconds 

after problem startFrom run DwFe, 700 m asteroid
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Severe near-field effects extend to tens of 
kilometers away from impact site
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In a small impact, the local effects can be severe
Temperature and wind velocities at 600 seconds, run DwJe (300m vertical impact)

Temperature, C

wind speed 30 m/s
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DwCe DwDe DwEe DwFe DwGe DwHe DwIe DwJe DwKe DwLe

asteroid diameter

kinetic energy

transient crater 
diameter

transient crater 
depth

wave amplitude at 
30 km

extrapolated wave 
at 2000 km

wavelength

wave speed

fallout zone radius

hurricane winds

air temp > 100 C

1000 m 900 m 800 m 700 m 600 m 500 m 400 m 300 m 200 m 100 m

65.8 GT 47.9 GT 33.7 GT 22.6 GT 14.2 GT 8.22 GT 4.21 GT 1.78 GT 526 MT 66 MT

17.5 km 15.8 km 13.3 km 12.2 km 10.6 km 9.0 km 7.2 km 5.5 km 4.1 km 2.2 km

6.2 km 5.9 km 5.8 km 5.4 km 4.9 km 4.4 km 3.7 km 3.0 km 2.2 km 1.2 km

477 m 404 m 386 m 285 m 257 m 231 m 179 m 133 m 56 m 37 m

17 m 14 m 13 m 10 m 9 m 8 m 6.2 m 4.6 m 1.9 m 1.3 m

28 km 24 km 22 km 21 km 19 km 18 km 16 km 14 km 10 km 5 km

166 m/s 165 m/s 164 m/s 160 m/s 148 m/s 149 m/s 143 m/s 138 m/s 114 m/s 86 m/s

67 km 61 km 59 km 55 km 45 km 47 km 36 km 20 km 17 km 7 km

95 km 88 km 79 km 81 km 82 km 75 km 57 km 49 km 36 km 22 km

66 km 58 km 47 km 38 km 35 km 28 km 15 km 7 km 6 km 5 km

Smaller impacts are in fact comparable to severe 
tropical storms

Yellow: remnant seafloor crater
Cyan: dangerous far-field tsunami
Magenta: serious near-field effects

NOAA: a hurricane dissipates of order 0.7 GT energy per day    
Katrina storm surge was ~8 m
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DwCe DwDe DwEe DwFe DwGe DwHe DwIe DwJe DwKe DwLe

asteroid diameter

kinetic energy

transient crater 
diameter

transient crater 
depth

wave amplitude at 
30 km

extrapolated wave 
at 2000 km

wavelength

wave speed

fallout zone radius

hurricane winds

air temp > 100 C

1000 m 900 m 800 m 700 m 600 m 500 m 400 m 300 m 200 m 100 m

65.8 GT 47.9 GT 33.7 GT 22.6 GT 14.2 GT 8.22 GT 4.21 GT 1.78 GT 526 MT 66 MT

17.5 km 15.8 km 13.3 km 12.2 km 10.6 km 9.0 km 7.2 km 5.5 km 4.1 km 2.2 km

6.2 km 5.9 km 5.8 km 5.4 km 4.9 km 4.4 km 3.7 km 3.0 km 2.2 km 1.2 km

477 m 404 m 386 m 285 m 257 m 231 m 179 m 133 m 56 m 37 m

17 m 14 m 13 m 10 m 9 m 8 m 6.2 m 4.6 m 1.9 m 1.3 m

28 km 24 km 22 km 21 km 19 km 18 km 16 km 14 km 10 km 5 km

166 m/s 165 m/s 164 m/s 160 m/s 148 m/s 149 m/s 143 m/s 138 m/s 114 m/s 86 m/s

67 km 61 km 59 km 55 km 45 km 47 km 36 km 20 km 17 km 7 km

95 km 88 km 79 km 81 km 82 km 75 km 57 km 49 km 36 km 22 km

66 km 58 km 47 km 38 km 35 km 28 km 15 km 7 km 6 km 5 km

Smaller impacts are in fact comparable to severe 
tropical storms

Yellow: remnant seafloor crater
Cyan: dangerous far-field tsunami
Magenta: serious near-field effects

NOAA: a hurricane dissipates of order 0.7 GT energy per day    
Katrina storm surge was ~8 m
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DwCe DwDe DwEe DwFe DwGe DwHe DwIe DwJe DwKe DwLe

asteroid diameter

kinetic energy

transient crater 
diameter

transient crater 
depth

wave amplitude at 
30 km

extrapolated wave 
at 2000 km

wavelength

wave speed

fallout zone radius

hurricane winds

air temp > 100 C

1000 m 900 m 800 m 700 m 600 m 500 m 400 m 300 m 200 m 100 m

65.8 GT 47.9 GT 33.7 GT 22.6 GT 14.2 GT 8.22 GT 4.21 GT 1.78 GT 526 MT 66 MT

17.5 km 15.8 km 13.3 km 12.2 km 10.6 km 9.0 km 7.2 km 5.5 km 4.1 km 2.2 km

6.2 km 5.9 km 5.8 km 5.4 km 4.9 km 4.4 km 3.7 km 3.0 km 2.2 km 1.2 km

477 m 404 m 386 m 285 m 257 m 231 m 179 m 133 m 56 m 37 m

17 m 14 m 13 m 10 m 9 m 8 m 6.2 m 4.6 m 1.9 m 1.3 m

28 km 24 km 22 km 21 km 19 km 18 km 16 km 14 km 10 km 5 km

166 m/s 165 m/s 164 m/s 160 m/s 148 m/s 149 m/s 143 m/s 138 m/s 114 m/s 86 m/s

67 km 61 km 59 km 55 km 45 km 47 km 36 km 20 km 17 km 7 km

95 km 88 km 79 km 81 km 82 km 75 km 57 km 49 km 36 km 22 km

66 km 58 km 47 km 38 km 35 km 28 km 15 km 7 km 6 km 5 km

Smaller impacts are in fact comparable to severe 
tropical storms

Yellow: remnant seafloor crater
Cyan: dangerous far-field tsunami
Magenta: serious near-field effects

NOAA: a hurricane dissipates of order 0.7 GT energy per day    
Katrina storm surge was ~8 m

Apophis
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Conclusion:  Oceanic asteroid impacts 
rarely leave traces

Craters are made only if the asteroid diameter is > 15% of 
the water depth

 

The tsunami wavelengths and periods are relatively short

They are highly turbulent and dissipative, and do not 
propagate well over long distances

An ocean impact of 500 m or less will be comparable to a 
severe tropical storm
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Recommendation:

• Deflect asteroids with diameters greater than 500 m

• Let smaller ones fall into the sea!

• If near a populated coastline, evacuate
          but have good disaster plans in place!

• If in the open sea, monitor for wave and atmospheric 
effects and take precautions as necessary
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Takk!
¡Gracias!
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Questions?

Takk!
¡Gracias!
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